Faraday Discussion 2018

This Faraday Discussion will focus on chemistry, physics and material sciences
contributions toward the rapidly evolving field of Artificial water channels.
The development of synthetic biomimetic artificial water-channels and pores contributes to a
better understanding of the natural function of protein channels and could offer new strategies
to generate highly selective, advanced materials for water purification systems. Despite the
imaginative work by synthetic chemists to produce sophisticated architectures that confine
water clusters, most water channel based work has been conducted with natural proteins
channels as the selectivity components, embedded in the diverse arrays of bio-assisted artificial
systems.
These systems combine natural proteins that present high water conductance states under
natural conditions with artificial lipidic or polymeric matrixes. Experimental results have
demonstrated that natural biomolecules can be used as bio-assisted building blocks for the
construction of highly selective water transport through artificial channels. A next step to
further the potential of these systems was the design and construction of simpler compounds
that maintain the high conduction activity obtained with natural compounds leading to fully
synthetic artificial biomimetic channels. Such studies aim to use constitutional artificial
desalination membranes for highly selective water transport to select functions similar to the
natural structures. Moving to simpler water-channel systems offers a chance to better
understand mechanistic and structural behaviors and to uncover novel interactive
water-channels that might parallel those in biomolecular systems.
This meeting will initiate valuable discussions covering important scientific key challenges
and fields
including:

Biophysics of protein water channels
Biomimetics and what we may learn from natural proteins
Synthesis and design of highly selective water channels
Spectroscopy and experimental characterization of nano-confined water
The role of hydrogen bonding in permeability of water across nano-channels
Structure and dynamics of channel like structures in bilayer membranes
Hydrodynamics in water channels (modelling and computational biophysical-chemistry)
Self-assembly of channels in lipids and materials
Applications to membranes and sensors
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